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Let me play you a little overture of who Danny Greenspoon is, and what he has meant to the
DJC over the past 25 years.

First a confession - My husband will tell you that I fall hard for a Jewish guy with a guitar,
perhaps driven by my early exposure to Paul Simon, or the crush on my childhood babysitter,
Alan Gotlib. When Danny is playing at a service, I swoon.

As many of you know, Danny is one of the original composers of the symphony we know as
the DJC. His myriad contributions have included schlepping and setting up sound systems,
creating recordings, and playing beautiful music at services, accompanied by the soulful
voice of his life partner and our Cantor Lisa.

From the opening bars, Danny has been part of us, bolstering and supporting, nurturing and
sustaining - becoming the soundtrack of our spiritual life - he is truly the DJC accompanist -
Danny is never front and centre, never loud or overbearing - he is always the sweet notes of
a supportive harmony. Danny is part of the rhythm of our life at the DJC.

While I tried to source a “Danny” anecdote for this speech, apparently what happens at
Poker Boys stays at Poker Boys.

Many of you will not be surprised to learn that Danny is a multiple Juno award winning
musician and craftsperson. A quick google search will tell you that  he moved to Toronto in
1978 to join Sylvia Tyson and The Great Speckled Bird, and later became a guitarist for many
other prominent Canadian acts. Danny also played guitar for the entire 5 season run of the
CBC Radio show Swinging On A Star.

What that search does not tell you is about the countless hours Danny has spent producing,
arranging, practising and playing for the DJC, giving generously of his time and talent. It does
not tell you how his music has moved us, shaped us and transformed us into a community.

We are so lucky and truly honoured to have Danny as a continuing part of our congregation
and our DJC family. Danny, may the next phase of your life bring you at least as much joy as
you have brought us. Please join me in wishing Danny a sweet and successful transition into
the next movement of symphony of his life.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sylvia_Tyson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Speckled_Bird_(band)

